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Abstract: Renewable power sources are environmentally friendly power generation systems, such
as wind turbines or photovoltaics; however, the output power fluctuations due to the intermittence
and variability of these power systems can greatly affect the quality and stability of the power
system network. Furthermore, the power fluctuations that are triggered by power load devices
also have similar results on the power system. Therefore, it is essential to introduce power level
control for controllable power devices and connection in order to lessen the effects of dynamic power
fluctuations that are caused by fluctuating power source devices and load devices. The issue of
power balancing as a part of power level control presented in this paper assigns power levels to
controllable power devices and connections between power source devices and load devices to absorb
dynamic power fluctuations. In this paper, we focus on power conservation law instead of detailed
voltage or current-based network characterization and present a new power balanceability test for a
power flow system that comprises of both fluctuating and controllable power devices. Our proposed
power balanceability test can assure the existence of a power flow assignment of power devices and
connections for any value of power generation and/or the consumption of fluctuating power devices.
Our proposed power balanceability test method can be expressed as a linear programming problem,
and it can be resolved in polynomial time complexity.

Keywords: renewable energy sources; demand side management; power fluctuations; power control;
augmenting control path

1. Introduction

The exhaustion of fossil fuels, a dynamic rise in power demand, together with gas emissions has
encouraged the usage of renewable energy sources (RESs). Renewable energy sources e.g., wind and
photovoltaic generation systems are an environmentally friendly alternative to the traditional power
generation systems [1,2]. Nevertheless, the power generation from such power sources changes
significantly or fluctuates due to their intermittent nature and weather conditions, which results in
output power fluctuation that is not controllable [3]. Similarly, the power consumption of loads also
changes dynamically due to the change in power device performance mode, power user preferences, etc.
This power consumption is continuously growing due to the installation of smart power load devices
that are deployed along with control and communication abilities [4–7]. Additionally, the development
of electric cars and heat pumps is also adding to the peak of power demand. The combination of
renewable-based power sources and continuously increasing power demand that is attached to the
national grid have increased the risks of power quality and stability of the national grid.
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The integration of distributed power sources and numerous smart loads leads to advanced
power systems that are realized while using advanced research revolutions of smart power systems,
distributed generation systems, power monitoring, and control, smart micro-grids, etc. [8,9].
The conventional power grids are huge, shared centralized power supply units. The new development
towards small-scale power generation systems is promoted, which shows that the power supplying
sources are positioned very close to power consumers. That is, the large power generation systems are
substituted with small-scale power generation systems. Consequently, there is a great need for new
approaches and sophisticated systems that can handle dynamic power generation patterns along with
changing power consumption patterns.

The research developments that are related to demand-side management have also been recently
highlighted because of the increase in power demand of residential and commercial sectors [10–14].
The power supply and demand of these sectors are changing rapidly due to the addition of small scale
distributed power generating resources, like storage batteries, photovoltaic, wind turbines, and fuel
cells [15–17]. Some examples of such residential and commercial sectors with multiple power sources
and numerous power consumers are Nano-grid, Community-grid, Micro-grids including smart homes
and offices [18–21]. That is, such power management systems need to have a sophisticated power
flow control method that can manage power flows coming from multiple power sources including
renewables and dynamic power demands including numerous smart power-consuming devices.

The uncontrollability of power generation of fluctuating power sources (i.e., renewable power
sources) and power consumption of fluctuating power loads is a challenging task for power balancing
of the power system [22,23]. In order to achieve power balance, support from controllable source
devices and power load devices appears to be an encouraging technology [24–26]. Additionally,
advanced power technology equipped with sensing and controlling capabilities, e.g., smart sensors
and actuators, power provisioning controllers, can play an important role in real-time power sensing,
transmission, and control. The high control-ability of these power devices along with the transmission
of power data can help to control power levels accurately on each power flow connection.

Therefore, because the power levels of real physical power systems alter every time step,
the problem of whether the given power system under consideration (i.e., our power flow control
problem) has a feasible solution or not in individual time instance is an essential problem to solve.
In our previous research work [27,28], we have discussed two types of solvability conditions, one for a
given power flow system with given power generation and demand levels of the fluctuating power
source and load devices to have a feasible solution Level 1 solvability , and the other for a given power
flow system with arbitrary (but within given lower limit and upper limit) power level of fluctuating
source and load devices to have a feasible solution Level 2 solvability.

In the past, power flow management methods with different objectives and techniques have
been proposed [26,29–31]. In [32], a flexible multi-energy power generation system is introduced that
consists of multiple power sources and numerous power-consuming devices. Every power source is
connected with a group of power-consuming devices (not all power consuming devices) to manage
long term uncertainty of power supply and demand. Another study in [33] shows the multi-energy
microgrid that consists of multiple power sources, including renewable power sources, and it tries
to manage long-term as well as short-term uncertainty of power sources. The ultimate goal of these
papers is to improve the flexibility of power-consuming devices in order to efficiently accommodate
the uncertainty of power sources. However, the power system design and the consideration of
design guidelines to guarantee the power system robustness against power fluctuations of fluctuating
source/load in real-time is not discussed, which is the main consideration of our research.

This particular paper presents a new robustness test mechanism for a power system that consists
of controllable and uncontrollable/fluctuating power devices. This method can guarantee the existence
of a feasible solution for any measured power level of fluctuating power devices, that is, a power flow
system that satisfies Level 2 solvability. The test method can be expressed as a linear programming
problem, which can be solved with polynomial time complexity. The time complexity improvement is
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the new contribution of this paper. Our previous paper used a method having the exponential order
time complexity, whereas this particular paper proposes a new method having the polynomial order
time complexity, which is quite different from the previous one, especially when the number of power
devices increases.

This particular paper is designed, as Section 2 presents a power flow system and its overview
with illustration, and the types of power source/load devices and power flow connections among
power source devices and load devices. Section 3 defines the issue of solvability of our proposed
power control problem. A new novel solvability condition for a power flow system for any value
of the power of fluctuating power devices is explained in order to demonstrate the system property
“robustness” of the power system under consideration, as in Section 4. The Linear Programming
problem design, formulation, and realization are discussed with the help of demonstration in Section 5.
Finally, the concluding remarks are discussed in Section 6.

2. System Overview

The power flow system in this paper comprises of distributed power source devices, numerous
power load devices, and power flow connections that connect power devices. We consider two types
of power devices; controllable, and uncontrollable. The controllable power devices can perform the
task of supplying power or absorbing power in order to accommodate power fluctuations (i.e., excess
or shortage in power) caused by fluctuating power generation/demand. These power devices also
help to make the whole power system robust against the consequences of power fluctuations. This
section explains the details of our power flow system model and our Power Flow Control Problem .

2.1. Illustration and Types of Power Devices

In this subsection, the representation of power devices, types of power devices, and connections
between them are explained.

A power source device (PS) is an electric device that supplies power to power load device(s),
e.g., wind turbine, utility grid, photo-voltaic, etc. A power consuming/load device (PL) can be
defined as an electric power device that consumes electric power that is supplied by power source
device(s). These power devices (i.e., source devices and load devices) are categorized into two types
based on their features and functionality, and named as controllable and uncontrollable. In this paper,
we will use word "fluctuating" for uncontrollable power sources and loads. The representation of
these devices can be shown as PSc/PLc and PS f /PL f . A controllable power device PSc/PLc can
control the power (generation/demand), while the fluctuating power device PS f /PL f cannot control
its generation/demand. A controllable power source/load is equipped with a sensing and controlling
unit in order to measure actual power levels, communicate with other power devices, and control its
power according to the assigned power.

All of the power source devices with different types can be denoted as, PS =

{PSc
1, PSc

2, · · · , PSc
I , PS f

1 , PS f
2 , · · · , PS f

J } = {PS1, PS2, PS3, . . . , PSI+J}, where I and J represent the
entire number of controllable and fluctuating power source devices, respectively. Likewise,
all power load devices can be defined as, PL = {PLc

1, PLc
2, · · · , PLc

K, PL f
1 , PL f

2 , · · · , PL f
L} =

{PL1, PL2, PL3, . . . , PLK+L}, where K and L indexed the entire number of controllable and fluctuating
power load devices.

The real physical power levels (i.e., supply and consumption) of source devices and load devices
will be symbolized as psc

i , ps f
j , p`c

k and p` f
` , respectively, for PSc

i , PS f
j , PLc

k, and PL f
` .

Every power device PS/PL is bounded with given minimum and maximum power restrictions
that further demonstrate the operation mode and performance range of that power device.
The minimum power level limitation pscmin

i and maximum power level limitation pscmax
i express
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the capability of a controllable power source device PSc
i in supplying power to load devices. The actual

power level psc
i that is generated by PSc

i is bounded as,

pscmin
i ≤ psc

i ≤ pscmax
i (1)

Additionally, the power bounds will be shown as ps f min
j and ps f max

j correspondingly, for PS f
j and

the power supply ps f
j is assumed to be limited as,

ps f min
j ≤ ps f

j ≤ ps f max
j (2)

As for the power consumption level p`c
k of controllable power load device PLc

k with minimum and

maximum power level limitations p`cmin
k and p`cmax

k , and for consuming power p` f
` of fluctuating load

device PL f
` with power level limitations for minimum and maximum p` f min

` and p` f max
` are given as,

p`cmin
k ≤ p`c

k ≤ p`cmax
k (3)

p` f min
` ≤ p` f

` ≤ p` f max
` (4)

On the other hand, a power flow connection is defined as a pair of a power supplying device PS
and a consuming device PL, (PSm, PLn), and the set X of connections is defined as X ⊆ PS × PL.
The arrangement of power devices in real physical world and power flow connections between power
devices can be exhibited as a bipartite representation that is presented in Figure 1.

Power Sources Power Loads
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Figure 1. Illustration and categorization of power source devices, power load devices, and power flow
connections between them as a bipartite graph.

The system model shows incomplete power flow connections between power source devices and
power load devices. That is, power devices with power flow connections show that the power is being
supplied or transferred via connected connection, whereas no power flow connections with the power device
show that the power cannot be supplied or transferred from that power device to other power devices.

Each power flow connection (PSm, PLn) is associated with some power level expressed in Watt
x(PSm, PLn) in order to represent the amount of power sent from a power source device PSm to a
power load device PLn through this power flow connection; this is a non-negative real number. In this
paper, we only deal with an active power in Watt.

The conventional power flow is based on voltage, current, and phase; thus, the formulation is
non-linear and non-convex in general. However, the power flow control problem thar is proposed in
this paper has been formulated, as given in [34].
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2.2. An Example of a System to be Considered

The system model described in the previous subsection can be applied on a real physical system,
as given in Figures 2 and 3 with incomplete power flow connections.

In this physical setup, four storage batteries with smart power distributer [25], fluctuating power
loads, i.e., television and a fan with smart power sensors, are linked via a shared power line as AC
100 V. One storage device is selected to be a controllable power source, PSc

1, second storage device is

acting as an emulator i.e., photovoltaic (PV) generating source (PS f
1 ), third storage device is used as

controllable power source (i.e., PSc
2), and the remaining storage battery is used as a controllable load

(i.e., PLc
1). The PV generation emulator is responsible for generating user-defined values of power

generation. These user-defined values show the dynamics of the physical PV generation system.
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Figure 2. Real physical setup example demonstration [25], reuse with permission from Saher Javaid,
Power flow coloring system over a Nano-grid with fluctuating power sources and loads; published by
IEEE Transactions on Industrial Informatics, 2017.

Power	Grid

Photovoltaic	Power	
Generator

Thermal	Storage

Storage
Battery
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Figure 3. physical setup example [25], reuse with permission from Saher Javaid, Power flow coloring
system over a Nano-grid with fluctuating power sources and loads; published by IEEE Transactions on
Industrial Informatics, 2017.
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2.3. Power Flow Control

Because the measured power level of a fluctuating source/load alters a lot because of its
characteristics and operation mode, the amount of power flow on each connected power flow
connection must be altered. A power agent is attached to each device that is responsible for measuring
the power levels of attached power device at each time step. In our paper, the word “fluctuation” is
used for uncontrollable power levels for both generating and consuming powers no matter whether
the fluctuations are small or big. Therefore, because the solvability conditions in our system deal with
instantaneous power levels, any type of fluctuation that is caused by fluctuating power sources or
loads is accommodated in our proposed system.

A power control algorithm is mandatory for a stable system in order to manage dynamic
fluctuations of fluctuating source/load. The measured power information of fluctuating source/load
by power agent is used to compute the power levels for controllable source/load devices and power
flow connections while keeping the power balance constraint. This shows that the total power
supply/generation by entire set of power source devices is completely used/consumed by power
load devices, and the entire set of power load devices obtain enough power from connected power
source devices.

Each power flow connection connects a source device PS to its connected or neighbors devices on
the other side. The set of connected power devices of PSm is represented as N(PSm); these connected
devices can be divided into controllable connected devices and fluctuating connected devices as
C(N(PSm)) and F(N(PSm)), respectively. For the illustration of connected devices and power flow
connections, please see Figure 4a,b.

(a) A Source Device with Power Flow Connections. (b) A Load Device with Power Flow Connections.

Figure 4. Power Flow Connections between Source Devices and Load Devices.

The summation of powers on all outgoing connections, Om, of source device PSm can be
expressed as,

Om =∆ ∑
PLn∈N(PSm)

x(PSm, PLn)

Accordingly, the summation of powers on all incoming connections, In, of a load device, PLn,
can be shown as,

In =∆ ∑
PSm∈N(PLn)

x(PSm, PLn)
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For the power flow control and its solution, the total supplying power psm of a power supplying
device PSm must be equivalent to the all outgoing flow connections, Om as,

Om = psm, (5)

The power demand p`n of the power load device PLn must be equivalent to the total of all
incoming power flow connections of this load device as,

In = p`n. (6)

The overall target of our power flow control is to identify (i) the associated power levels as psc
i and

p`c
k of controllable devices both sources and loads and (ii) power assignment for individual power flow

connection x : X → R+ by using the received power levels from sensors ps f
j and p` f

` of fluctuating
devices including source and load devices, so that (5) and (6) are fulfilled together along with power
level constraints of power devices given as (1) and (3).

3. Problem Discussed in This Paper

This paper shows solvability issues of power flow control, which is, whether a given power
system with power source devices, power load devices, and power flow connections has a feasible
power flow assignment x, which satisfies Equations (5) and (6).

In our previous research work [27,28], we have discussed two types of solvability conditions, one
for a given power flow system with given power generation and demand levels of fluctuating power
source and load devices to have a feasible solution Level 1 solvability, and the other for a given power
flow system with arbitrary (but within given lower limit and upper limit) power level of fluctuating
source and load devices to have a feasible solution Level 2 solvability shown as condition 1-1 and
condition 1-2. These conditions are presented as “Theorem-1” in this paper. Please refer to Appendix A
to understand the meaning of Theorem 1.

The ultimate objective of this paper is to find a new revised solvability condition that improves
the time complexity for the testing from the exponential order to the polynomial order.

Theorem 1. The proposed control problem can find the feasible solution of a power flow system if and only if the
given two solvability conditions are satisfied.
Condition 1-1:

∀S ⊆ PS , ∑
PSc

i∈C(S)
pscmin

i + ∑
PS f

j ∈F(S)

ps f max
j ≤ ∑

PLc
k∈C(N(S))

p`cmax
k + ∑

PL f
`∈F(N(S))

p` f min
`

Condition 1-2:

∀T ⊆ PL, ∑
PSc

i∈C(N(T))
pscmax

i + ∑
PS f

j ∈F(N(T))

ps f min
j ≥ ∑

PLc
k∈C(T)

p`cmin
k + ∑

PL f
`∈F(T)

p` f max
`

For more information, an example of S ⊆ PS , N(S) and T ⊆ PL, N(T) is illustrated in
Figures 5 and 6.

In order to guarantee the continuous operation of the power flow system consisting of both types
of power devices with uncertainty of supplying and consuming power levels of fluctuating power
devices, the power system needs to satisfy above stated conditions.

In order to apply the Theorem 1 to a power system, we need to generate all of the subsets of power
source devices and load devices that causes time complexity in the exponential order with increasing
number of power source devices and load devices. Hence, there is a need to find an alternative way to
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decide whether a given system always has a feasible power flow assignment or not with a decreased
time complexity.

For this reason, a new “Theorem 2” is proposed in this paper. The proposed Theorem uses a
Linear Programming (LP) solver in order to identify the power system while keeping (i) the physical
constraints of power devices (i.e., physical constraints) (ii) and power flow connections between power
source devices and power load devices in order to ensure the existence of solution by fulfilling the
conditions 1-1 and 1-2.

Figure 5. Representation of a subset of power source devices S and connected subset of power load
devices N(S).

Figure 6. Representation of a subset of power source devices T and neighboring connected power load
devices N(T).

4. New Solvability Theorem

In this section, we will propose a new solvability theorem in order to identify the power system
consisting of power source devices, power load devices and power flow connections with power level
limitation to assure the existence solution for any value power level.

Theorem 2. The power system always has a feasible power assignment solution for any given or measured
power levels of uncontrollable devices, if and only if
Condition 2-1:

The existence of a power flow assignment x : X → R+that fulfills following limitations,

∀PSc
i , pscmin

i = Oc
i (7)
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∀PS f
j , ps f max

j = O f
j (8)

∀PLc
k, p`cmax

k ≥ Ic
k (9)

∀PL f
` , p` f min

` ≥ I f
` (10)

Condition 2-2:
The existence of a power flow assignment x : X → R+that fulfills given limitations,

∀PSc
i , pscmax

i ≥ Oc
i (11)

∀PS f
j , ps f min

j ≥ O f
j (12)

∀PLc
k, p`cmin

k = Ic
k (13)

∀PL f
` , p` f max

` = I f
` (14)

Proof of Theorem 2. To prove the above solvability theorem, at first, we will present the equivalences
between system condition 2-1 in newly proposed theorem-2 and system condition 1-1 in theorem-1.
Subsequently, we will show the correspondence between system condition 2-2 and system condition
1-2. In the beginning, we will verify the sufficiency of system condition 2-1 to system condition 1-1.
Let x : X → R+ is a feasible power assignment solution that fulfills the following system conditions
for every PS and PL.

pscmin
i = Oc

i , for each PSc
i (15)

ps f max
j = O f

j , for each PS f
j (16)

p`cmax
k ≥ Ic

k , for each PLc
k (17)

p` f min
` ≥ I f

` , for each PL f
` (18)

Now, let subset S of power source devices be a random subset and neighboring set of connected
power load devices N(S), then the following system condition holds as,

∑
PSc

i∈C(S)
pscmin

i + ∑
PS f

j ∈F(S)

ps f max
j = ∑

PSc
i∈C(S)

Oc
i + ∑

PS f
j ∈F(S)

O f
j

However, because every power source device in subset S is associated to only power load devices
in neighboring subset N(S), load devices in N(S) may have power flow connections with source
devices not in S (see Figure 5). Therefore, in comparison with the total outgoing power supply from
subset S of power source devices with total incoming power to power load devices in subset N(S),
the former must not be greater than the latter, i.e.,

∑
PSc

i∈C(S)
Oc

i + ∑
PS f

j ∈F(S)

O f
j ≤ ∑

PLc
k∈C(N(S))

Ic
k + ∑

PL f
`∈F(N(S))

I f
`
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From Equations (17) and (18), we have

∑
PSc

i∈C(S)
Oc

i + ∑
PS f

j ∈F(S)

O f
j ≤ ∑

PLc
k∈C(N(S))

Ic
k + ∑

PL f
`∈F(N(S))

I f
` ≤ ∑

PLc
k∈C(N(S))

p`cmax
k + ∑

PL f
`∈F(N(S))

p` f min
` (19)

This proves the sufficiency of our system condition 2-1 to system condition 1-1. Here, we will
also show the necessity of system condition 2-1 to system condition 1-1. For this, we will present an
auxiliary Optimization Problem and power device definitions.
Optimization Problem for the Proof : For physical constraints of minimum and maximum power
bounds of fluctuating and controllable devices, identify the power flow assignment x : X → R+,
such that

min
I

∑
i=1

(
pscmin

i −Oc
i

)
+

J

∑
j=1

(
ps f max

j −O f
j

)
with following constraints,

Oc
i ≤ pscmin

i , 1 ≤ i ≤ I (20)

O f
j ≤ ps f max

j , 1 ≤ j ≤ J (21)

Ic
k ≤ p`cmax

k , 1 ≤ k ≤ K (22)

I f
` ≤ p` f min

` , 1 ≤ ` ≤ L (23)

A power flow assignment that fulfills all physical limitations is named as a feasible power solution,
and a feasible power solution that minimizes the objective function is named as an optimum solution.

A source device can have three possible states, called Power-High, Power-Balanced,
and Power-low.
Definition 1 : [Power-High]: when pscmin

i > Oc
i and ps f max

j > O f
j satisfy for PSc

i and PS f
j , respectively,

these power source devices are named as “power-high” devices.
When Ic

k > p`cmax
k and I f

` > p` f min
` satisfy for PLc

k and PL f
` , respectively, these power load devices

are also termed as “power-high” devices.
[Power-Balanced]: the situation when the entire summation of all outgoing/incoming power flow
connections from/to a source/load device is equal to the stated power value, pscmin

i = Oc
i , ps f max

j = O f
j ,

Ic
k = p`cmax

k and I f
` = p` f min

` , the power device is entitled as “power-balanced”.

[Power-Low]: when pscmin
i < Oc

i and ps f max
j < O f

j satisfy for PSc
i and PS f

j , respectively, and when

Ic
k < p`cmax

k and I f
` < p` f min

` satisfy for PLc
k, and PL f

` , respectively, these power devices are termed as
“power-balanced” devices.
Definition 2: the control path is an alternative arrangement of power devices and power flow
connections, when each power device in a control path is either an beginning device followed by a
power flow connection incident to this power device, an intermediary power device that is incident to
the previous and the next connected power flow connections or an ending power device that is incident
to the previous power flow connection. The control path might comprise of “forward power flow
connections” having similar direction with control path direction as well as “backward power flow
connections” having the reverse direction with the control path direction. Each backward power flow
connection in a control path has positive power flow, then the control path is named as “alternating
control path”. The power flow requirement on each power flow connection of an alternating control
path is presented in Figure 7.
Definition 3: An alternating control path that begins with a “power-high” power device and ends on
a “power-low” power device is termed as an augmenting control path, as shown in (Figure 8).
Definition 4: For to an augmenting control path, the process for increasing power flow on each power
flow connection in the control path equally by M> 0 (forward power flow +M, and −M for a backward
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power flow) is named “power flow modification”. Note that, in this power flow modification, the entire
outgoing/incoming power changes only at a initiating power device and a terminating power device.

Please notice that, the use of words “alternating control path” and “augmenting control path” are
taken from Graph Theory [35]. The control paths are just the computational steps, not the actual power
flow on each connection. That is, the control path is definitely independent of the actual power flow.
This idea of control path is based on purely mathematical computation.

Figure 7. Alternating Control Path.

Starting at 
“Power-high”

Terminating at 
“Power-low”

Path Direction

Flow≥ 0 Flow≥ 0 Flow≥ 0Assigned
Flow> 0

Assigned
Flow> 0

Figure 8. Augmenting Control Path.

Now, we are going to prove the necessity of system condition 2-1 to system condition 1-1.
The ultimate focus of this representation is to demonstrate that Optimization Problem for this proof
has an optimum power solution that can achieve the objective function equivalent to zero.

Here, we will assume that the optimum power solution x∗ : X → R+ does not satisfy the objective
function equivalent to zero. That is, there exists PSa, such that Oa < psa due to the constraints (20)
and (21). We consider alternating control paths initiating from PSa, and let A be the group of power
source devices that is updated from PSa by alternating control paths (see Figure 9). Correspondingly,
let B be the group of power load devices that can be reached from PSa by alternating control paths.
Because an alternating control path can be reached from a power source device to a power load
device with no limitation, B = N(A). However, power load devices in B can have a power flow
connection (which must have power flow as zero) with power source devices not in A, i.e., A ⊆ N(B).
The demanded power by power load devices in B is provided from only connected source devices
existing in A, since power flows on power flow connections starting with PS \A ending on B are zero.

Now, we will consider two possible cases, as given below.

[Case-1]: At least one power device, as PLb, in B is “power-low”.

The alternating control path from PSa to PLb is an augmenting control path. Along the control
path, the power flow can be augmented and the difference between psa −Oa can be decreased to
obtain a new power flow solution that is better than the assumed power solution x∗ : X → R+.

[Case-2]: all of the power devices in B are “power-balanced”.
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In case the load devices in B are "power-balanced" devices, this results in,

∑
PSc

i∈C(A)

pscmin
i + ∑

PS f
j ∈F(A)

ps f max
j > ∑

PSc
i∈C(A)

Oc
i + ∑

PS f
j ∈F(A)

O f
j = ∑

PLc
k∈C(N(A))

Ic
k + ∑

PL f
`∈F(N(A))

I f
j =

∑
PLc

k∈C(N(A))

p`cmax
k + ∑

PL f
`∈F(N(A))

p` f min
`

which disproves system condition 1-1 in above Theorem 1.
From the case-1 and the case-2, the Optimization Problem for the proof has a power solution that

proves the objective function equivalent to zero, which shows the feasible solution existence shown in
condition 2-1.

In order to prove the necessity and sufficiency for system condition as given in 2-2 to system
condition given in 1-2, at first, we apply interchange of power source devices and load devices (see
Figure 10) so that the relation between condition 2-2 and condition 1-2 is mathematically reduced into
the relation between condition 2-1 and condition 1-1.

Power-
High

! "

#$%

& = 0
PS PL

Figure 9. Representation of sets A and B of power source devices and power load devices.

Figure 10. Interchange of power source devices and power load devices.

After the interchange of power devices, the representation of power sources of both types
i.e., controllable and fluctuating can be shown as PL = {PLc

1, PLc
2, · · · , PLc

K, PL f
1 , PL f

2 , · · · , PL f
L} =

{PL1, PL2, PL3, . . . , PLK+L} where K and L represent the entire group of controllable and fluctuating
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power sources, respectively. The minimum and maximum power supply limits for controllable power
sources can be defined as p`cmin

k and p`cmax
k for PLc

k. The power generation limitation for fluctuating

power source can be defined as p` f min
` and p` f max

` , respectively, for PL f
` .

Similarly, the representation of power loads can be replaced as, PS =

{PSc
1, PSc

2, · · · , PSc
I , PS f

1 , PS f
2 , · · · , PS f

J } = {PS1, PS2, PS3, . . . , PSI+J}, where I and J represent
the entire group of controllable and fluctuating power loads. The minimum power limitation and
maximum power limits for controllable power loads can be defined as pscmin

i and pscmax
i , respectively,

for PSc
i . The consumption limitation can be represented as ps f min

j and ps f max
j for PS f

j .
According to this exchange of power sources and power loads, we will consider the set of

connections X̂ , such that (PLm, PSn) ∈ X̂ if and only if (PSn, PLm) ∈ X .
After interchange, the condition 1-2 can be seen as condition 1-1 for the transformed system.

∀T ⊆ PL, ∑
PLc

k∈C(T)
p`cmin

k + ∑
PL f

`∈F(T)

p` f max
` ≤ ∑

PSc
i∈C(N(T))

pscmax
i + ∑

PS f
j ∈F(N(T))

ps f min
j

In above equation ∑ p`cmin
k + ∑ p` f max

` show the generated power of power sources and

∑ pscmax
i + ∑ ps f min

j show the power demand of power loads. From the equivalency proof of condition

1-1 to condition 2-1, a power flow assignment exists x̂ : X̂ → R+, which fulfills the given system
conditions for every PS and PL.

∀PLc
k, p`cmin

k = Ôc
k (24)

∀PL f
` , p` f max

` = Ô f
` (25)

∀PSc
i , pscmax

i ≥ Îc
i (26)

∀PS f
j , ps f min

j ≥ Î f
j (27)

where, Ôc
k and Ô f

` show the outgoing power from controllable power sources PLc
k and fluctuating

power sources PL f
` , respectively. The incoming power flows to controllable power loads PSc

i and

fluctuating power loads PS f
j are given as Îc

i and Î f
j , accordingly.

Subsequently, we return to the original system and consider power flow assignment x, such that
x(PSm, PLn) = x̂(PLn, PSm) with outgoing and incoming power flows as,

Om = ∑
PLn∈N(PSm)

x(PSm, PLn) (28)

= ∑
PLn∈N(PSm)

x̂(PLn, PSm) = Îm

In = ∑
PSm∈N(PLn)

x(PSm, PLn) (29)

= ∑
PSm∈N(PLn)

x̂(PLn, PSm) = Ôn

From the above, we have

∀PLc
k, p`cmin

k = Ôc
k = Ic

k (30)
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∀PL f
` , p` f max

` = Ô f
` = I f

` (31)

∀PSc
i , pscmax

i ≥ Îc
i = Oc

i (32)

∀PS f
j , ps f min

j ≥ Î f
j = O f

j (33)

which shows the equivalency of condition 2-1 to condition 2-2.

5. Demonstrations

5.1. Example of Robustness Test

In order to test whether a power flow system under the test satisfies the conditions in Theorem-2,
Linear Programming (LP) solver can be used for individually checking conditions 2-1 and 2-2.
Our problem is just to identify the existence of feasible solution of a set of constraints, and objective
function is not needed.

Here, we consider the power system with four power source devices and five load devices with
given power flow connections (see Figure 11 for the representation of given system). Two of the power
sources are selected as fluctuating sources, as, PS f

1 , PS f
2 . The remaining two power source devices are

selected as controllable sources, as, PSc
1, PSc

2. Similarly, two of the power load devices are selected as

fluctuating loads as, PL f
1 , PL f

2 . The remaining three power loads are selected as controllable loads, as,
PLc

1, PLc
2 and PLc

3. The power supply/consumption level for all power devices (i.e., power sources
and loads with both types) are bounded between maximum and minimum power limits which are
shown in Figures 11 and 12.

Figure 11. Example demonstration for existence of power flow assignment, which satisfies
condition 2-1.

As the first step, by applying LP solver, we have confirmed that there exists a power flow
assignment that satisfies condition 2-1. The solution that is obtained by the LP solver is shown in
Figure 11. We can easily verify that the outgoing power from each power source is equal to its
minimum power limitation for a controllable power source and its maximum power limitation for a
fluctuating power source. Additionally, the incoming power is equal or less than the minimum power
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limitation for each fluctuating power load and the maximum power limitation for each controllable
power load.

Figure 12. Example demonstration for existence of power flow assignment that satisfies condition 2-2.

As the second step, the existence of a power flow assignment which satisfies condition 2-2 has
been confirmed, as is shown in Figure 12. We can also verify that the incoming power flows to power
loads are equal to the minimum power limitation for controllable power loads and maximum power
limit for fluctuating power loads. As for the outgoing power flows from power sources, the power
flows are equal or less than the maximum power limit of fluctuating power loads and minimum power
limit for controllable loads.

From Figures 11 and 12, we noticed that the conditions 2-1 and 2-2 are satisfied. Hence, it is
proved that the given system is robust. In order to verify the test result that was obtained by applying
Theorem-2 , we have tested the robustness of the same power flow system with Theorem-1. All of the
subsets/groups of power sources and neighbor subsets of power loads along with power generation
and consumption computation according to condition 1-1 are shown in Table 1. For each subset of
power sources, the the summation of minimum limits for controllable devices and maximum power
limits for fluctuating power sources is less than or equal to the summation of maximum limits for
controllable devices and minimum power limits for fluctuating power loads. Similarly, we checked all
of the subsets of power loads and neighboring power sources and confirmed that the condition 1-2 is
also satisfied.

Next, we show that the situation of the given system cannot guarantee the existence of feasible
power flow assignment. We consider the same system discussed in Figure 11, except the maximum
power limit for fluctuating power source PS f

1 . The maximum power limit is changed from PS f max
1 = 3

to PS f max
1 = 14. With respect to the new system after changing the maximum power limit, the list of all

groups/subsets of power sources with neighboring subsets/groups power loads are generated along
with generation and consumption computation for condition 1-1. Among them, the subset {PS f

1} and

neighbor subset of power loads {PLc
3, PL f

1}, the condition 1-1 is not satisfied, as shown in Table 2.
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Table 1. List of all possible subsets S of PS and N(S) of PL .

S N(S) pscmin
i + ps f max

j p`cmax
k + p` f min

`

{PSc
1} {PLc

1, PLc
2, PLc

3} 0 37

{PSc
2} {PLc

2, PL f
1 , PL f

2} 0 13

{PS f
1} {PLc

3, PL f
1} 3 13

{PS f
2} {PLc

3, PL f
1} 10 13

{PSc
1, PSc

2} {PLc
1, PLc

2, PLc
3, PL f

1 , PL f
2} 0 40

{PSc
1, PS f

1} {PLc
1, PLc

2, PLc
3, PL f

1} 3 38

{PSc
1, PS f

2} {PLc
1, PLc

2, PLc
3, PL f

1} 10 38

{PSc
2, PS f

1} {PLc
2, PLc

3, PL f
1 , PL f

2} 3 25

{PSc
2, PS f

2} {PLc
2, PLc

3, PL f
1 , PL f

2} 10 25

{PS f
1 , PS f

2} {PLc
3, PL f

1} 13 13

{PSc
1, PSc

2, PS f
1} {PLc

1, PLc
2, PLc

3, PL f
1 , PL f

2} 3 40

{PSc
1, PSc

2, PS f
2} {PLc

1, PLc
2, PLc

3, PL f
1 , PL f

2} 10 40

{PSc
1, PS f

1 , PS f
2} {PLc

1, PLc
2, PLc

3, PL f
1} 13 38

{PSc
2, PS f

1 , PS f
2} {PLc

2, PLc
3, PL f

1 , PL f
2 13 25

{PSc
1, PSc

2, PS f
1 , PS f

2} {PLc
1, PLc

2, PLc
3, PL f

1 , PL f
2} 13 40

Table 2. Partial List of subset S of PS and N(S) of PL.

S N(S) pscmin
i + ps f max

j p`cmax
k + p` f min

`

{PSc
1} {PLc

1, PLc
2, PLc

3} 0 37

{PSc
2} {PLc

2, PL f
1 , PL f

2} 0 13

{PS f
1} {PLc

3, PL f
1} 14 13

On the other hand, if we apply Theorem-2 to this new power flow system, then we can find
that there is no assignment of power flow that meets the condition 2-1, since the constraint (8)
requests; O f

1 = x(PS f
1 , PLc

3) + x(PS f
1 , PL f

1) = ps f max
1 = 14 and constraints (9) and (10) request;

x(PS f
1 , PLc

3) ≤ Ic
3 ≤ p`cmax

3 = 12, and x(PS f
1 , PL f

1) ≤ I f
1 ≤ p` f min

1 = 1, but these three equations
cannot hold simultaneously.

5.2. Comparison between Theoretical Result and Monte Carlo Simulation

In this subsection, our theoretical result (the result of applying Theorem 2) will be verified by
Monte Carlo Simulation. As for a system to be tested, we consider a power system that consists of
five controllable power sources, five fluctuating power sources, five controllable power loads, and five
fluctuating power loads with individual minimum and maximum power level limitations shown in
Table 3. As we have assumed in this paper, each fluctuating power source/load will take any power
level within the given minimum and maximum bounds, which is uncontrollable for a power flow
controller. On the other hand, the power level of a controllable power source/load can be controlled by
the power flow controller, but the controlled value must be within the given minimum and maximum
power limits.
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Table 3. List of power source and load devices with minimum and maximum power limitations.

Power
Sources

Minimum Power
Limitation

Maximum Power
Limitation

Power
Loads

Minimum Power
Limitation

Maximum Power
Limitation

PSc
1 0 160 PLc

1 150 200

PSc
2 0 100 PLc

2 10 10

PSc
3 0 100 PLc

3 10 15

PSc
4 0 100 PLc

4 10 20

PSc
5 0 100 PLc

5 10 24

PS f
6 60 150 PL f

6 0 7

PS f
7 0 30 PL f

7 0 56

PS f
8 0 45 PL f

8 0 5

PS f
9 0 5 PL f

9 100 333

PS f
10 0 43 PL f

10 0 4

If all power sources and loads are connected in such a way that the power can be supplied from
every one of power sources to any one of power loads, i.e., the connections can be modeled with a
complete bipartite graph, then the robustness condition (Theorem 1) is satisfied, and the system has
always a feasible solution about the power flow assignment to connections so that the power balance
is achieved and the power levels of controllable power sources/loads stay within the specified ranges.

Now, we suppose that the power flow from power sources to loads are limited, as shown
in Figure 13 (System-1). At first, we have applied Theorem 2 to this power system, and found
that two test power flow assignment problems (i.e., condition 2-1 and condition 2-2) have feasible
solutions given in Table 4 and 5. Hence, we can conclude that the system always has a feasible
power flow assignment solution for any given power value of fluctuating power devices. The Monte
Carlo Simulation has been applied in order to verify this conclusion. In this simulation, we have
generated 1,000,000 vector patterns of power levels of fluctuating power devices (each vector pattern
is (ps f

1 , · · · , ps f
5 , p` f

1 , · · · , p` f
5)), and solved 1,000,000 instances of the power flow assignment problem.

Finally we verified that all of these 1,000,000 problem instances have feasible solutions.
From the first solution Table 4 for condition 2-1, we found that we can relax the minimum possible

power level of PL f
4 from 100 to 75, since, even if we change it, we still have the same solution with the

previous one, and the new system still satisfies Theorem 1. Similarly, from the second solution Table 5
for condition 2-2, we can grade down the maximum generating power levels for PSc

1, PSc
4 and PSc

5
from 160 to 153, from 100 to 90 and from 100 to 92, respectively, while keeping the robustness against
fluctuations. The Monte Carlo Simulation has also been applied to this new system (System-2), and it
has been verified that 1,000,000 problem instances have feasible solutions.

If we reduce the maximum power level for PSc
5 further from 92 to 90, the system does not satisfies

Theorem 2, and the Monte Carlo Simulation shows that 332 instances out of 1,000,000 instances fail to
find feasible solutions. When compared with the case of PSc

5, if we reduce the maximum power level
of PSc

2 from 100 to 90 from System-2, the resultant system does not satisfy Theorem 2 again, but its
impact to the degradation of robustness is smaller, since only 16 instances out of 1,000,000 instances
fail to find feasible solution.

Removing some connections/power flows between sources and loads may also degrade the
robustness against power fluctuations. For example, if we remove a connection between PS f

2 and PL f
4
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from power system-2, then the resultant power system does not satisfy Theorem 2, and Monte Carlo
Simulation reports that 163,802 instances out of 1,000,000 instances fail to find feasible solution.

Figure 13. Power flow system with incomplete connections.

Table 4. Solution for power flow assignment for condition 2-1.

Outgoing Power from Power Sources Outgoing Power Incoming Power of Power Loads Incoming Power

Oc
1 0 Ic

1 174

Oc
2 0 Ic

2 0

Oc
3 0 Ic

3 0

Oc
4 0 Ic

4 0

Oc
5 0 Ic

5 24

O f
6 150 I f

6 0

O f
7 30 I f

7 0

O f
8 45 I f

8 0

O f
9 5 I f

9 75

O f
10 43 I f

10 0
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Table 5. Solution for power flow assignment for condition 2-2.

Outgoing Power from Power Sources Outgoing Power Incoming Power of Power Loads Incoming Power

Oc
1 153 Ic

1 150

Oc
2 100 Ic

2 10

Oc
3 100 Ic

3 10

Oc
4 90 Ic

4 10

Oc
5 92 Ic

5 10

O f
6 60 I f

6 7

O f
7 0 I f

7 56

O f
8 0 I f

8 5

O f
9 0 I f

9 333

O f
10 0 I f

10 4

5.3. Comparison with Our Previous Method

The issue of time complexity is discussed in this subsection in order to show the comparison
between new approach presented in this paper and our previous paper [27].

If we apply Theorem-1 for testing whether a given system possesses the robustness against
fluctuation or not, we need to generate all subsets of the set of power sources PS (and all subsets of
power loads PL as well). Because there exist 2|PS| subsets of PS , the time complexity for the testing
is no smaller than the order 2|PS|. For example, suppose that a power flow system has 100 power
sources, and the inequality condition 1-1 for one subset S of power sources can be checked with one
cycle of a CPU operating with 5 GHz clock. That is, 5× 109 ≈ 232 subsets can be tested for inequality
in one second. Because 2100 different subsets exist, in order to complete the test, 2100/232 = 268 s
(approximately 9.4× 1012 years) are needed.

Table 6 shows the comparison of real computation times of robustness tests based on Theorem
1 and Theorem 2. In this experiment, we have developed Theorem 1 based and Theorem 2 based
robustness test programs, which are written with C-language and executed on Linux operating system
with CPU Core I7, 16GB memory. We have generated multiple power flow system configurations,
and measured the computation time by applying the test program to each instance of power flow
system. The computation time that is shown in the table is an average of three trials with three different
instances having the same size.

Table 6. Computation Time.

Size (PS ,PL) Theorem 1 Based Test Theorem 2 Based Test

10, 10 0.00085 0.00035

20, 20 1.56 0.00073

25, 25 60.32 0.00092

30, 30 1586.64 0.00113

100, 100 N/A 0.00400

1000, 1000 N/A 0.03485

Through this experiment, a remarkable improvement in the computation time for the robustness
test achieved by Theorem 2 has been verified.
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6. Concluding Remarks

Renewable power sources, such as photo-voltaic and wind power generation systems, can play
extremely significant roles in power systems due to their low impact on the environment. However,
the output power fluctuations from these energy sources alters dynamically, thus resulting in high risk
of power fluctuations that is not controllable. Due to the intermittence and variability of these power
sources, the power grid is facing challenges that are related to power system steady operations.

Furthermore, the power fluctuations that are triggered by power load devices have similar effects
on power system. In this context, where power generation and consumption changes dynamically,
a power flow control method is presented. The proposed power flow control finds power levels for
controllable devices and power flow connections between devices to manage power fluctuations.
This paper presents a new robustness method that comprises of both controllable and fluctuating
devices and can ensure the existence of power flow assignment of power devices and power flow
connections for any value of fluctuating devices. In this paper, the proposed robustness method can
be expressed as a linear problem, which can be solved with respect to polynomial time complexity.
This paper is a first attempt to study the structural conditions for solvability. The consideration of
power loss issue and capacity of individual connection remain as future problem.
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Appendix A

Structural Power-Balancing Condition in Theorem-1 consists of condition 1-1 and condition 1-2,
where 1-1 is related to one side of power-balancing that the power generated by power sources is
fully consumed, while 1-2 is related to the other side that the power demanded by power loads is
fully supplied.

At first, condition 1-1 is reviewed for its necessity. When we consider an arbitrary subset S
of power sources, the overall power ∑

PSm∈S
psm generated by S is sent only to its neighbors N(S),

while power loads in N(S) receive power not only from S but also from N(N(S))\S (note that
N(N(S)) ⊇ S) see Figure A1. That is, the overall power which N(S) receives is no smaller than the
overall power which is sent out from S. Since the overall demand ∑

PLn∈N(S)
p`n of power loads in N(S)

is equivalent to the power which N(S) receives, the following inequality holds.

∑
PSm∈S

psm ≤ ∑
PLn∈N(S)

p`n

With respect to a controllable source PSc
i in the set S, we can control its generating power level

within the available range [pscmin
i , pscmax

i ]. In order for the system to possess a solution satisfying the
above inequality with the specified control range of each controllable power source, the inequality
must hold with the minimum power level pscmin

i for psm of each controllable power source. Similarly,
with respect to a controllable load PLc

k in the set N(S), the above inequality must hold with the
maximum demand level p`cmax

k for p`n of each controllable power load.

On the other hand, with respect to a fluctuating power source PS f
j in S, we cannot control its

power level, and hence we need to consider the worst case. Considering the above inequality, the worst
case arises when the generated power level is maximum. Similarly, with respect to a fluctuating power
load, the worst case arises when the demand level is minimum.
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Finally, we can conclude that, for a system to have a power-balanced solution in any situation of
fluctuating devices, the above inequality must hold in the following form (condition 1-1);

∑
PSc

i∈S
pscmin

i + ∑
PS f

j ∈S

ps f max
j ≤ ∑

PLc
k∈N(S)

p`cmax
k + ∑

PL f
`∈N(S)

p`cmin
`

PS

S N(S)

PL

N(N(S))

Figure A1. An example of subset S and its neighbor N(S).

Next, condition 1-2 is reviewed for its necessity. When we consider an arbitrary subset T of
power loads, the overall power provided to T comes only from the neighbors of T, N(T), while N(T)
provides power not only to T but also to power loads in N(N(T))\T, where N(N(T)) ⊇ T. Hence,
the overall generated power by N(T) is no smaller than the overall power provided to T. As a result,
the following inequality holds.

∑
PSm∈N(T)

psm ≥ ∑
PLn∈T

p`n

Similar to the previous review for condition 1-1, with respect to the above inequality, we can
consider the best possible case for controllable sources and loads (replacing psm with pscmax

i for each
controllable source in N(T) and replacing p`n with p`cmin

k for each controllable load in T), and we
need to consider the worst case for fluctuating sources and loads (replacing psm with pscmin

j for each

fluctuating source in N(T) and replacing p`n with p` f max
` ). Finally, the above inequality must hold in

the following form (Condition 1-2);

∑
PSc

i∈S
pscmax

i + ∑
PS f

j ∈S

ps f min
j ≥ ∑

PLc
k∈N(S)

p`cmin
k + ∑

PL f
`∈N(S)

p`cmax
`

For more detailed explanation and mathematical proof, especially for the sufficiency of the
condition, please refer to [27].
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